VILLAGE TEENAGERS’ MOTIVATION TO WORK IN AGRICULTURAL SECTORS IN MERAK BATIN VILLAGE NATAR DISTRICT SOUTH LAMPUNG REGENCY

ABSTRACT

BY
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This research was purposed to know (1) village teenagers’ motivation level to work in agricultural sectors in South Lampung Regency (2) Factors that correlate with village teenagers’ motivation to work in agricultural sector in South Lampung Regency. This research was conducted in Natar District South Lampung Regency.

This research was done on July 2010 until August 2010. Sample was determined according to estimation of proportion precision 10 % referring to Yamane’s formula (2007). Sample on this research are 60 village teenagers’ who work in agricultural sectors. Correlation of variable were tested by Rank Spearman.

Results of research show that (1) village teenagers’ motivation to work in agricultural sectors in Merak Batin Village Natar District South Lampung Regency are high, (2) Factors that correlate with village teenagers’ motivation to work in agricultural sector are formal educating level, income level, land width and frequency of following communication extension.
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